Why are costs going up?
From groceries to gas, higher prices are taking a toll on working families.

Disrupted supply chains.
The pandemic disrupted our supply chains that were focused on squeezing out more corporate profits instead of being resilient.

Overseas manufacturing.
With much of our manufacturing overseas, supply disruptions are even more painful and vulnerable to international events.

Corporate greed.
Corporate profits are at record highs and billionaires added $2 trillion to their wealth during the pandemic. Even as oil prices come down, gas prices have stayed high. Big corporations are squeezing working families so Wall Street gets richer.

How do we fix this?

Upgraded infrastructure.
We need to complete repairs and construction to our bridges, roads and ports to make our supply chains stronger and prevent disruptions.

American manufacturing.
We need to bring manufacturing jobs back home to create good union jobs and shorten our supply chains.

Higher wages.
We also need to raise wages so that working people can afford everyday necessities. Workers organizing can check corporate greed and help build a more fair economy.

Take the survey.
Use the QR code or the link below to fill out the Union Member Issue Survey and tell us what issues matter to YOU!

aflcio.org/MemberSurvey